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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION AND REVIE\-.TS OF RESEARCH 
1. Introduction 
In this -vrorld of technology and science, the main 
theme of most man.p ovrer arguments is that there is a 
great need for more scientists in the ranks. In order 
to develop those scientists, there must be a group of 
well organized, integrated eA~eriences in the lives of 
the young to lead them to ~n interest in the sciences. 
Many philosophical arguments have been pres ented 
. -
from both the proponents of education and the pure 
sciences concerning the question of vlhich is the better 
'l.·ray of training high school pupils. 
In a recent paper read before the American Academy 
1/ 
of Arts and Sciences, Dr. George Har r ison 
statement: 
made this 
Nest secondary school teachers · or 
science need more education in science 
than they do in education, for it is this, 
and t his only, that vJill strike the spark 
'\-Vhic h brings out the latent flame in the 
embryo scienti s ts on ,_,,hom they are opera-
ting. 
1/George R. Harrison , "The Role of the Secondary -School 
in the Teaching of Sci ence 11 , Phvsics Today (June, 1952), 
5:10-15. 
6 
7 
The purpose of this problem is to try to find the 
ans1.ver, experimentally, for these particular questions. 
1. What are the science interests of this particular 
group of high school students? 
2. Hm,T much do their science interests change? 
3. Are interests developed in clas sroom procedures? 
4. Is the interest of the science student more or 
less stable than that of the non-science student? 
5. Does the interest of the science student increase 
or decrease in the subject he is currently 
studying? 
2. Reviews of Research 
Ever sj.nce t he beginni.ng of this century 1;-Ji th such 
leaders as Dewey and Kilpatrick, interest has been 
proposed as an important factor in classroom procedures 
for motivation . 
There are some other aspects of the question to be 
1/ 
noticed. Strong- says: "Interests are not separate 
entities but are a..n. aspect of activities, ·Hhich are 
habits. 11 
Proper habits and skills developed by education is 
one of the primary aims of most all teachers. Every 
1/E. K. Strong, Vocational Interests . of Nen a..."ld v.Jomen 
' Stanford University Press, Palo Alto, Calif. 191.1-3 , 
pp. xxix, 746. 
teacher feels a deeree of success in his classes if his 
11 
pupils seem happy. Symonds points out: 
The happy and unhappy are remarkably 
alike in their problems and interests. The 
unhappy do not have peculiar problems, but 
make less satisfactory ad justments to their 
problems. 
2/ 
8 
Long shm·red that there Has a high degree of correlation 
bet'l.veen interests and ability ' '\·;hen they vlere measured by the 
~trong Vocational Interest Test ~~d the Zyye Science 
Aut-i tude Test. 
If it is the desire of the science teacher to develop 
lasting and marked abilities of his pupils, in other Hords, 
aid his pupils in getting a science education, interests are 
an important factor in motivation. 
Whether or not the classroom procedure should contain 
only t hose t hings of interest to the student at that particular 
time is doubtful. 
3/ 
Strong says: 
Since interests involve reactions to 
specific things, they mus t all be learned. 
Accordingly, they may be modified later on 
by re-education. 
1/P. H. Symonds, "Happiness as Related to Problems and 
Interests'" Journal of Educational Psychology (April, 1937), 
28:290-294. 
2/Louis Long , 11Relation Bet1.-reen Interests and Ability," -
J ournal of' Apnlied Psychology, (June, 1945), 29:191-197. 
3./E. K. Strong, "Apti tudes Versus Attitudes in Vocational 
Guidance, 11 Journal of k Jplied Psycho~ (August, 1934) , 
18: 501- 515. 
1/ 
Berdie- shovred that those vrho had developed a 1·1ide 
range of interests found themselves less maladjusted to 
the regimentation of military service. Perhaps, the 
regimentation of every day life could react somewhat the 
same on the high school student, maybe to a lesser degree. 
2/ 
Armstrong makes some 1.varning suggestions about 
introducing interest, however. 
There must be a differentiation between 
interest and curiosity. The concern for an 
activity or experience must extend over a 
considerable period of time or be continuous. 
Some people advocate one method of instruction over 
another as a better v-ray of introducing interests in a 
3.1 
course. Forsyth found, hoivever, that for superior 
students, the Ltnit plan was found to be significantly 
bet ter, but for poor students the conventional classroom 
plan v-ras better. 
Most people agree that interests can be -vlidely varied, 
bu,t care should be taken not to make the interest 
ex"Jeriences so br oad that no lasting elements are instilled 
in the lives of the pupils. 
1/R. F. Berdie, "Range of Interests,_" Journal of Anplied 
Psvchology (August, 1945), 29:268-2~1. 
9 
2/W. E. Armstrong , "Implications of the Doctrine of Interests 
for Curriculum Development, 11 Cal::i.fornia Journal of Secondary 
Education (December, 1936), 11:502-505. 
3./K. D. Forsyth, A Comparison of the Relative Ef~ectiveness 
of T1·ro Methods of . Teaching General Science, · Unpublished 
!·!aster's Thesis, University of Hichigan, 1939. 
1C 
\·lhat are the science interests of this narticular 
groun of' high school students?-- This part of the problem 
involves the s election of building of a science interest 
1/ 
test. According to HtLDt, the psychology of interests 
tal{es tHo forms. 
Subjective interests are dependent 
upon the f eelings that accompany interest 
exp eriences •••• Objective interests are 
observable reactions to stimuli. 
There are four possible '.·rays to test interests. 
The chief methods of me&suring i nterests 
are (l)inventories and questionaires, (2) 
rating scales, (3)information tests, and (4) 
free association tests. Z/ 
3/ 
E. K. Strong has developed a writ t en test of 
vocational interests, including a section on scien£e 
interests, that bas been vlidely used. There are certain 
objections to a test of 1.•Tri tten questions or replies that 
involv.e vocabulary difficulties i.•Thich are pointed out 
1/Thelma Hunt, Measurements of Psychology, Prentice- Hall, 
Inc., Ne''' York, 1936, pp. xx , 471. 
Z/Ibid., p ./D 
J./Op. cit. , p. ? 
. 1/ 
by Paterson- 2.1 and Simonian in their theses. 
The development of the test in this study ,,rill be 
discussed later, but the pattern is some-v;hat the same 
as that used by Simonian. 
HovJ much do science interests change?-- On this 
1 
subject much has been written and said, but as generally 
happens, the vievJs of the various people are some1-rhat 
conflicting. 
3/ 
Roeber ~nd Garfield fo~md: 
When vre find that the choices of seniors 
differ only slightly from those of freshmen, 
and that the hopes of both groups are in great 
measure illusory, He can infer that the ·school 
has been relatively ineffective in the vocational 
guidance of its students. 
1/H. F. Paterson, A Tecln1ique for Determining the 
Science Interests of the Children of the I ntermediate 
GT':ades · of Quincy, Massachusetts , ' Unpilblished Iviaster' s 
Thesis, Boston University Graduate School, 1947. 
2./George Simonian, Construction and Validation of a _. 
Non-verbal Science Inte,.est Test, - unpublished Haster's 
Thesis, Boston University Graduate School, 19?1 • 
.3/Eduard Roeber and Sol Garfield, "A Study of the 
Occupational Interests of Hi gh ·School Students in Terms 
of Grade Placement," Journal of Educational Psychology 
(September, 1943), 34:35'5-362. · 
'·• 
Blanc reports: 
The fields of natural science are 
very interesting to children in the seventh 
grade , both boys and girls . The ili.terest 
s hifts, however, to the phys ical sciences 
as t he pupil progresses to higher grades. 
In general the applications of science are 
of little interest. 1/ 
2) -
Fitzpatrick claims that the pupil test imony 
l2 
type of test is not a reliable check for the interest 
of the student. 
The average individual changed his or 
her testimony to a marlced degree 2.fter a 
three month interval. The degree of · 
consistency was about the same in all .classes. 
The testimony of graduate students \vas not 
quite as consistent as that of the fifth 
grade pupils. About thirty percent of the 
i terns shov1ed high consistency, and these 
were the ones that a high degree of interest 
was shmm. There seemed to be no marked 
preference for any kind of science. 
Some very important developments have been brought 
out in the continued use of the Stron g Vocational 
Interest Test mentioned before. 
'lt!e concluded in 1943 that pe r manence of 
interest scores is somewhat less than for 
intelligence test scores , but more permanent 
of the college period than the college grades, 
and dis tinctly higher than for atti t1.1.de test 
scores. Now , there is some doubt •••• 
1/S. S. Blanc, "Science Interests of Junior High School 
Pupils," School Science and Mathematics (December, 1951), 
51:745-752. 
2/F. L. Fitzpatrick , ttPupil Testimony Concerning Their 
Science Interests," Teacher's College Reco~d (February , 
1937), 38 : 381- 388. 
Evidently, interests become better and 
better established \vi th increasing age; and 
consequently, the older the man vrhen ·first 
tested, the more likely his interests \vill 
remain the same. 1/ 
To more or less summarize these findings, one might 
find several points for the reason for conflicting 
conclusions. In the first place, the objectives for 
the various tests were different, and as a result , 
perhaps, the emphasis of certain qualities in the test 
construction vras unconsciously incorporated in the i tern 
arrangement. Perhaps, the most reliable conclusion to 
£/ 
this state of mind is given by Strong since his test 
has been widely and successfully used in vocational 
ap~lications, and the test has been repeated on the 
same people over a period of several years . He sums up 
the changes as follm-.rs: 
Of the change (in individuals) from 
fifteen to t\venty-fi ve years (of age), 
roughly speaking , one third of the change 
is between 15.5 and 16.5 years, one third 
betv1een 16.5 and 18.5, and one third 
between 18.5 and 25 years of age. 
31 
Hullfish , in his chapter of the book -vrri tten in 
cooperation vli th several other, mal{:es this statement: 
1/E. K. Strong , "Permanence of Interest Scores Over 22 
Years, 11 Journal of Annlied Psychology, (April, 1951), 
35:89-91 • 
.2/Ibid • 
.3/Kilpatrick , De1.-rey , Bode , Childs, Raup , Hullfish, and 
Thayer, The Educat1onal Frontier, The Century Company, 
Ne·H York , 1933, pp . viii, 325 . 
! 
Education moves forv.rard from the 
interests of the inrlividual. It is 
reasonable to expect the school to encourage 
the development of independent interests, 
intellectual , esthetic, or practical , on the 
part of the student. 
1/ 
1 4 : 
Another advocate of interests, Cro ton- indicates 
Children•s preferences can be influenced 
considerably by vrell-p lanned activities i n any 
field. 
These statements, however, are perhaps more philo-
s ophical than experimental. It is one of the objectives 
of this thesis to try to determi ne f~com experimental 
evid ence the ans-vrer t o the question of i mp ortance of 
intetests in t he classroom procedure. 
Is the interest of t he science student more o~ less 
c:_ j -
stab1e tha.n the . non- science stud&Dt?- - Strong- indicates 
that interests have a tendency to remain constant after a 
person is fifteen years of a ge. This is one of the 
3/ 
suggestions for further study proposed by Simonian in 
his t hesis. One of the purposes of this !Japer is to help 
determine the answer to t his question to a greater degree. 
1/H. C. Croxton, Science in Elementar_.x Schools, 11cGra'ltJ-
Eill Book ComJ;:> any, Inc., Nevl York, 1937, pp . xii, 4-5lt . 
2/E . K. Strong, 11 Interest Haturi ty, " Personn.el Journal, 
(August, 1933), 12:77-90. 
}/On. cit. p . IJ 
Does the interest of the science student increase 
or dec~ease i~_the __ ~Tibject he is cu~rently studying?--
In some studies of emphasis on certain learning 
procedures-, it has been foun.d that over-emphasis has 
occurrecl, and the pupil has made lm·rer grades on achieve-
ment tests at the end of the study than before. Another 
point for 1..rhich this paper has been originated j_s to 
s hm·T exper i mentally vJhether or not interests gro1·1 in 
that particular science subject being studied currently. 
To summarize all the research done thus far on this 
problem, one may w·ell agree· \vi th Heiss , Obourn, and 
1/ 
Hoffman: 
The science teacher will need to consider 
the matter of interests both from the standpoint 
of an end and as a means to an end. That is, 
learning experiences will need to be so shaped 
that they lay hold on the immediate interests 
of nupils as well as nroviding for deep and 
abiding interests in the subject that may 
fLLnction on into adult life, even to the point 
of use in a vocation or avocation. · 
1/E.D. Heiss, E.S. Obourn, and C.W. Hoffman; Mode~n 
Science Teaching, Hacniillan Company, Nevr York, 195'0, 
pp . viii, 462. 
15 
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CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION AND ADHI NISTEATION OF THE TEST 
1. Construction 
The fact that there are very fevl if any tests that 
have been constructed to measure the suecific scienc e 
1/ 
interests 1-vas brought out by Sirr..onian in his vwrk . 
As a result a test with similar characteristics to tha t 
of Simoni ans 's was developed . 
A fe\·T changes in the test vJere j_ntroduced tha.t 
1 6 
seemed t o increase the efficiency of the t est . Simon~an ' s 
~I 
type of test was inspired by Read's test- used to measur e 
abili ty to recogni ze and classify obj ects a s s ociated with 
a scientific environment . Some of the changes that wer e 
made in the test used in t hi s problem were: 1) a modifi-
cat i on i n the ans'l.vering procedure to ac CO!lliliOdat e a group 
i nstead of just one individual at a time , 2) the selection 
of test items from a singl e source rather than several, to 
mor e or less standardize the amount of i nterest ap!)eal, and 
3 ) a comp romise between the non-verbal i dea by ret a i ning 
1/George Simonian, op . cj._t., p ·II 
2/John G. Read, Neasuring ~:;i th a Non-ver bal Pictu~§ Test, 
t he _Abili t.Y t_g Recognize r.nd_ Cla.s sify Some Ob jects and 
Situations Associate_9 -vri th the Physical- Science Envi-ron-
ment , Unpublished Doctorate Thesis , Boston Uni vel~sity , 1946 . 
the caption and description of the picture from the 
article . 
Instead of using the two or three piles of 
pictures for the ans1Jering system indicating interest 
1/ 
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and non-interest, an ansv1er s heet with ti.-JO columns of 
spaces to be blacked-in by the t estee, one colw~ DL~der 
a heading of 'Yes", indicating interest, and the other 
column tmder a heading of rtNo" , indicating no interest vJas 
des igned . Each i tern of the test vms numbered plainly so 
the testee could see the number and associate it \1i th an 
ansv.rering space on the ans\ver sheet. During the c::.dmini-
stration of the test, the participants were seated in 
rows, close to ea ch other , so that the test items could be 
passed from one to the other in succession arou_nd the group . 
All i terns of one s pecific interest category vlere arranged so 
that they would come through out the test and not all in 
succession. 
All t he test items >.<Tere selected f rom volumes 57 to 61 
of TQ.~ Sciepce Nevrs Letter , a >.·Jeekly publi cation of the 
developments in the s cientific field that should be of 
interest to hi gb. school students . Certain physi cal require-
ments of size, clearness, and amount of verbal explanation 
were considered in the selection of the items . Only those 
1/See sample ansvrer sheet in a~p endix. 
pictures that covered an area of approximately three 
by four i nches were selec ted . The type of interes t 
that i:•laS t o be tested had to be fairly evident from 
the picture, also. The art icles in the publication 
are published under departments heads , and these •:rere 
also taken L.1to cons ideration in the selection of the 
type of interest being tested. Verbal descriptions 
were limited in most cases to single sentences that 
could be read in ten to fifteen second s by the average 
person . 
In retaining most of the verbal description of the 
pictures, certain limitations to interest were allowed 
for . A pic ture containing e.n environmental subject 
might have an interest appeal i n several fields, \vhile 
the verbal description would tend to limit the interest 
to that field for i.·rhicb the rd cture vms meant to 
illustrate a particular point . 
8 
With these qualifications in mind , approximately 
~00 nictures were selected . They were cut to the 
apuroximate standard size of three by four i nches and 
mounted on stiff paper for durability in handling . On 
the baclc of each mount i.·ras placed a. number that corre-
sponded to a code from vrhi c h they v.rere taken . These 
categories 1·1ere boiled dmm to ten nain groups 1·rhic h are 
listed belovJ . 
(J.) Aeronautics 
( ~ ) Anthropology and Archeology 
(3) Astronomy 
(4) Botany 
(5) General Chemistry 
(6) Conservation and Geology 
(7) Medical Science 
(8) Classical Physics 
(9) Nodern Physics and Electronics 
(10) Zoology 
1 9 
The whole group of pictures ·v1as then presented to a 
jury of individuals . Each ,,ras asked separately to place 
from his judgment each test item into one of the groups 
1nentioned above. Provision was also made for those items 
vJhich vTere considered not in any of the above groups . 
The members of this jury were not all science teachers, 
although about half of them were . They were selected from 
various grade levels of educational attainment, also. 
There ·r_.rere seven judges i n all , four teachers, three laymen. 
After each individual had separa ted the items as he 
sm·J fit, the author placed a code nurnber on the back of 
the items indicating which of the categories that indivi-
dual thought that particular item belonged to. The judges 
did not know the code of the numbers. From this classifi-
cation of the items, seventy-five of the most distinct and 
2 0 
attractive were chosen for a place in the test . The 
number in each categor y Has about the same . Some i n 
each category were selected that the jury had indicated 
had a mul tj_ "rJ le interest ap ~ eal . This uas done so that 
a nreference would be indicated in the scorine results. 
The captions of items c ho s en to be included in the 
test and their interest categories are given bel ow. 
1) 
2 ) 
3) 
Specia l Plane, A: -1 (1) 
From Rubbish Heap to Adult Stage 
Solar Flares (3) 
4) Pre-Roman Figurine (~) 
(7, 10) 
5) Baby Porcupine Rat (7 , 10 ) (Original Test) 
5) I mogene, The Dalmatian (7, 10) (Second Test) 
6 ) International Eye (3) 
7 ) Radio Active Dating ( ~) 
8) Homing Nose (1) 
9) 
10) 
10) 
Ap e-man Slmll 
No Admittance 
Fish Jet Stre;=lm 
( c. ) 
(6 , 7, 10) (First Test) 
(6, 7, 10) (Second Test) 
11) THin Trail s (3) 
1~) Li ght Test ( 8 ) 
13) How Old ( ~ ) 
14) To Sugar Bowl (7, 10) 
1 5) Li gnin Extraction (5) 
16 ) 11 0lympus " Jet Engine (1) 
17) Pressure Points (7) 
18) Refracting Shield (8, 9) 
19) Self-dumping Hybrid (4, 6) 
20) Fast-grOi·ling Hybrid (4, 6) 
21) "Action On the Sun" (3) 
22) Ice Cream, Oven Baked (8 , 9) 
23) Li~~ to Stone Age (2) 
24) Going , Going (10) (First Test) 
24) Penguins On Ice (10) (Second Test) 
25) Open Air Chemistry (5) 
26) 11Sabo 11 Works (6 ) 
27 ) Swept-back Wings (1) 
28 ) Dread Disease (7) (First Test) 
28) Operation in Korea (7) (Second Test) 
29) Ten Year Old "Ham" (8' 9) 
30) Nev1 Comet (3) 
31 ) Ultrasonic Waves ( 8 ) 
32 ) Nutated Corn (1.~ ' 9) 
33) Toy Horse (2) 
34) Squi r rel Feast (6, 10) 
35) Disappearing Cotton (5) 
36 ) The Surefire Starfire (1) 
37) Pest Warfare (6) 
38 ) Plasti c Kidney (7) (First Test) 
38) Sponge for Cancer Cells (7) (S econd Test) 
22 
39) Giant (8 , 9) 
40) Ivrost Recent Find (3) 
41) Cracked Windshield (1, 8) 
l:-2) OalnJil t Disease (h 
' ' 
6) 
43) Links East and \~Jest (2) 
44) Pilot Plant ( 5) 
45) Capital Visitor (6, 10) 
46) Kingsiphon (6, 8) 
47) Oxygen-lack \varner (1) 
48) Blood Tr2~sfusion Pump (7) (First Test) 
48) Gei ger CoQnter Cancer Detection (7) (Second ) 
49) New Atomic Track (7, 9) 
50) Beddgelert :Meteorite (3) 
51) Pattern of Sound Waves (8) 
52) 
53) 
54) 
Better Walnuts (4) 
Archeology Collections (2) 
Roam Far (10) (First Test) 
54) One Year's Offspring (10) (Second Test) 
55) Sulfur \vell ( 5) 
56) Girth Control (6) 
57) Shock Waves (1) 
58) Bla~~et Dressings (7) 
59) Midget Device (9) 
60) Eclipse Snaps (3) 
61) Defies Gravity (8 ) 
62) 
63) 
64) 
Ne\v Crops (4) 
Separating Fos sils 
Pouring Molten Metal 
(2) 
(5) 
65) Biological I mp os s ibility 
65) Great Indian Hornbill 
(10) (First Test) 
(10) (Second Test ) 
66) Fishing Find 
6 7) Alaskan Rum·my 
68) Bank for Bones 
( 5' 6) 
(1' 6) 
(7) (First Test) 
68) Skin Banlr,: (7) (Second Test) 
69) The AnsvJer (9) 
70) Giant Telescope (3) 
71) Super Vacuum Bottle (5' 8) 
72) Better Plants (4) 
73) Buried Treasure (2) 
74) Preserving the Constitution ( 5) 
75) Mosquitoes Life Stages (10) (First Test) 
75) Whistling Porpoises (10) (Second Test) 
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2. Administration 
Since the test was given to ten different clas ses of 
students , the -v.rhole procedure was placed upon a tap e 
record ,,.,hicb. pl ayed during the test to acquire l.L.'!iformi ty 
in the administration. The steps of administration were : 
1) Distribution of the answer sheets. 
2) The testees ·Here then asked to complete the 
information asked for on the back side of the ans1trer 
sheet. This information consisted of: name, age, date 
of the test, sex , grade in school, a...nd science cours es 
being taken at the time. 
3 ) Beginning at the end of the ro-v1s of students, 
the pictures '\<Tere pas s ed to the students in numerical 
order, one to each student. 
4) Then t he tape recorder was started . The directions 
were read together with the students . 
" F~s you receive the various pictures, 
notice the number in the upper left hand 
corner. This number is the number of the 
test item, and your ans\.·rer for that picture 
should be placed by that number on the 
reverse side of this sheet. 
When you receive the picture, read 
the explanation at the bottom, and look 
at the picture . Then, ask your self the 
questi on Al'·1 I TNTERESTED I N THE SUBJECT 
I N TEE PICTURE or 1!JOULD I LIKE TO KNO':J 
l·:IORE ABOUT THE SU:S.JECT? If your ansv.rer 
to either of t he two pa~ts of t he question 
is "YES '·, then blank i n the first ci r cle 
on the ans1.·.rer sheet after the number of 
the test item. If your ans•,.;rer to t he 
question is nrm ", then blank in the second 
circle aft er . tbe number . 
You will be given about twenty second s 
on each pic ture. When you hear t he vrord 
"NEXT ", pas s the p icture that you t hen 
have to your neighbor so t hat the next 
picture you r ec eive will be the next 
number in s u cces s ion on your ans1ver s heet . 
Eac h one of you will begin the test at 
the number of the p icture that you nm·r 
hold . There are seventy-five pictures . 
Remember , unless you begin the test vrith 
numbe r one, the nex t ans·Her after picture 
number seventy-five 1.-rill be number one . 
You vlill have a c hance to see all the 
pictures . " 
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The r ecorder was generally stopped at t his poi nt to 
see if the directions were clear to everyone . 
5) The recorder \va s started again and after b ·:enty 
seconds the \•Tord 11next" was recorded. At t his time the 
students vwuld pass the pictur e s along uhile the author 
r emained n ear the person Hit h the highest numbered p ictur e 
to be ready to start a nevi picture do1:m the rovJS in p r oper 
order. The student at the end was a sked t o collect the 
pictures on the seat b eside hi m. After the number of 
p ictures equal to the number of students in the class had 
been started along , t he author would collect the pile at 
the end, anrl re-arrange them i n p roper order , if they had 
become mj_xed up on the seat, in order to have t hem ready 
t o start dm·m the rovr. 
By allovJing t he tv.renty seconds f or ea ch item, and 
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sj_mrJ1i:fying the direction, the 1.rhole test Has given to 
a class of students in thirty minutes. At a speed of 
seven and one half inches per second, the tape ~.>ras 
limited to one regular commercial seven inch reel. 
The administration could be done by any teacher or 
person that might have a tape recorder, the pictures, 
and answer sheets. 
The purpose of the problem is not so much to 
develop or i mp rove the type of test, but the problem 
is to investigat e whether or not interest in science 
is developed by taking science courses in high school •. 
As a result of this, the test wa s given to the students 
of t wo dif f erent schools under t wo different teachers. 
Some of the students ~,,rere not taking any science courses 
at all. These served as a control group . The f irst 
test was administered about the first week in October. 
As a check on the validity of the test, two c a tegories, 
zoology and medicine , were changed slight l y before the 
second administration was made. The pictures that 
replaced the ori ginals were judged by the same criteria 
l isted above. The second a dministra tion was given i n 
t l!e first '\·reek of April of the same school year. 
Both schools in the testing were private schools, 
but eac h was from a di ff erent locality with respect to 
environment . One 'I;Jas from a city day school environ-
ment, and the other '~:Jas from a rural boarding-school 
envirorunent. One hundred and sixty students took the 
initial test . During the school year there are bo'lmd 
to be some changes in t he student body . As a result 
one hm1dred and thirty-seven took the s econd test. 
Forty- one individuals received the test only once, 
because of absences a ild c'!rop- outs . One hu .. 11dred and 
t'li!enty-six individuals took the test both times. 
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CHAPTER II I 
'l'HE COLLEC'riON AND ORGANIZATION OF DATA 
1. The Collection 
After the t ests 1:1ere collected , an ansvrer sheet 
l ike the one used by the tes tee was perforated with 
holes at those test items that had been chosen for 
the vari ous categories . By superimposing this sheet 
over the answer sheet of the testee, the blacked- in 
spaces indi ca t i n g interest could be counted . A 
separate key sheet was made f or eac h category . 
After all the sheets 1vere scored , a gra:9h of the 
relative interests of eac h student was made . (S ee the 
sample graph on the follmviiJ.g page . ) The scores Here 
modified to give the percentage of it ems found interest-
ing in compari son vli th the total number of i terns in the 
categor y . After the graph of the first test uhich ~:ras 
dravm i n blacl~ 1-vas completed , the approximate med ian 
score was marked on t he left axis in red . This mark 
1,·ras located by co1..mting up the five lmvest points on 
the graph and f i 1ding t he point half way between t he 
fifth and sixth points from the bottom. 
The second admin~strat ion of the test was s cored 
in t he s ame manner and graphed on the same she et as 
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the fir st using red lines in this instance. The 
second median ldas found in the s ame way as the first 
but marked on the axis in black . 
The choi ce of this point called the median 1vas 
somm·rhat a rbitrary , but it does have s ome signifi-
cance. If a student via s interested in all fields of 
science, then his median would most likely be high. 
If the1,e \•las a student that HD.s interest ed i n s ome 
s pecific fields, radio a~1d electronics, for instance, 
but not i n ter ested in any of the ot her f ields of 
science included i n t he test, then his score mi ght 
be relatively lovr although he might receive a high 
score i n phys ics and el ectronics. Of course , the 
student that was no t interested in any fiel d of 
science woul d most lik ely have a very low score i n all 
of the categories and as a result, a lm· median score . 
Therefore, the interest medJ.an in t hi s problem gives 
an indicat ion of the student 1 s i nterest i n t he study 
of science i n general, not any sp ecific i nt erest. In 
order to get some ind ication of the intens ity of the 
interest in any one fielc, the amou_nt of deviation 
from the medi an score could be utili zed . This was not 
cons i dered in this 9roblem. 
In det er mining the amount of change in th.e i n t erests , 
onl y those f ields above the interest median were 
considered . In the following pages , a catalog of the 
interes t s above the median of each testee ~-s given in 
the order of greatest nosi tive deviation from the 
median f irst, second greatest second, and so on do1:m 
to zero deviation. In the cases of interests wi th the 
same relative deviation fr om the median, they ·Here 
listed in alphabetica l order . In this same catalog , 
the science course currently being tak en by t he testee 
is also sho1:m. a long ·Hith the interest test medians of 
both a dministrations of the test . In the cases 1 .. vher e 
the individual happened to be one of those c hosen at 
random for the intelligence test, that score is also 
given. 
These are the possible fields of science interest 
that were measured by t he test: 
(1) Aeronautics 
(£:') Anthropology and archeology 
(3) Astronomy 
(4-) Botany 
( 5') Chemistry 
(6) Conservation and geology 
(7) Electronics and modern physics 
( 8) 1·1ed i c:Lne 
( 9 ) Physics 
~10 ) Zoology 
First Tes t Second Test 
Case Number 1 Sex: Male Age: 13 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 83; 95 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Case Number 2 
Science Course: None 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Case Number 3 
Science Course: Biology 
Zoology 
As tronomy 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Conservat ion 
Sex: 
Sex: 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Male Age: 13 
Interest Hedian: 53 
I Q: 117 
Male Age: 14 
Interest J.!edian: 71; 73 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Physics 
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First Test Second Test 
IQ: 102 
Case Number 4 Sex: Hale Age: 14 
Science Course: None Interest Median: 60 · 
' 
55 
Astronomy Aeronautics 
Aeronautics Conservation 
Botany Botany 
Conservation Zoology 
Electronics I'Iedicine 
IQ: 114 
Case Number 5 Sex: Hale Age : 14 
Science Course: Biology Interest Iviedian: 10; 29 
Anthropology Anthropology 
Chemistry Botany 
Conservation Conservation 
Electronics Zoology 
Astronomy Nedicine 
Case Number 6 Sex: Male Age : 14-
Science Course: None Interest Median: 73; 97 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Astronomy Chemistry 
Electronics Conservation 
Physics Electronics 
Conservation Physics 
First Test Second. Test 
Case Number 7 Sex: Hale Age: 14 
Science Course: None Interest Median : 75; 97 
Physics Aeronautics 
Aeronautics Astronomy 
Astronomy Chemistry 
Chemistry Electronics 
Nedicine Physics 
IO: 114 
Case Number 8 Sex: Male Age: ll._!-
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 67; 69 
Zoology Astronomy 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Conservation Zoology 
Physics Botany 
Chemistry Conservation 
Case Number 9 Sex: Hale Age: 14 
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 89; 90 
Aeronauti cs 
Physics 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Anthropology 
34 
First Test 
Case Number 10 
Science Course: 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Physics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Case Number 11 
None 
Sex: 
Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Aeronautics 
Anthropology 
Physics 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Case N"mnber 12 
Science Course: Biology 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Nec1icine 
Physics 
Zoology 
Sex: 
Second Test 
Male Age: 
Interest Median: 18· 
' 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Physics 
Zoology 
Male Age: 
Interest Nedian: 1.:-6: 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Astronomy 
I 
Nale Age: 
Interest l•fedian: 80· 
' 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Medicine 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
14 
78 
14 
75 
77 
35 
First Test 
Case Number 13 
Science Course: None 
Zoology 
Case 
Medicine 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Physics 
Number 14 
Science Course: 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Anthropolo gy 
Medicine 
Cas e Number 15 
None 
Science Course: Biology 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Anthropology 
Electronics 
3 6 
Second Test 
Sex: Male Age : 14 
Interest Median: ~-0 
Sex: Hale Age: 14 
Interest Nedian : 58; 54 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Anthropology 
Sex : Male Age : 14 
Interest Median: 63; 69 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
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First Test Second Test 
Case Number 16 Sex: Male Age: 1~-
Science Course: None Interest l'!edian: 75 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Conservation 
Chemistry 
Case Number 17 Sex: Male Age: 14 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 72; 80 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Physics Astronomy 
Astronomy Chemistry 
Chemistry Physics 
Electronics Conservation 
IQ: 123 
Case Number 18 Sex: Male Age: 14 
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 59; 60 
Physics Physics 
Astronomy Zoology 
Chemi stry Conservation 
Electronics ·Electronics 
Zoology f.1edicine 
First Test 
Case Number 19 
Science Course: 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Physics 
Electronics 
Case Number 20 
Science Course: 
Electronics 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Botany 
Biology 
Physics 
Sex: 
Sex: 
Hale 
Second Test 
IQ: 
Age: 
Interest Nedian: 
Male 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
Age: 
Interest 11edian: 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Physics 
Conservation 
125 
15 
39 
15 
72 
Case Number 21 Sex: Nale Age: 15 
Science Course: Physics Interest Median : 34; 56 
·Physics 
Aeronauti cs 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Medicine 
38 
First Test 
Case Number 22 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Hedicine 
Physics 
Second Test 
Sex : Male Age: 1) 
Interest Median: 89; 50 
Zoology 
lvfedicine 
Botany 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Case NuJnber 23 Sex: Hale Age : 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest l·fedian : 78; 48 
Physics 
Aeronauti cs 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
Case Number 24 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
Botany 
Nedicine 
Conservation 
Sex: Nale 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Physic s 
Electroni cs 
Anthropology 
IQ: 66 
Age : 1) 
Interest Median: 18 
39 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 25 Sex: Hale Age: 15 
Science Course: None Interest Median : 73; 76 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Case Number 26 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Aeronautics 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Case Number 27 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Electronics 
Medicine 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Zool ogy 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Iviale Age: 
Interest Median: 88· 
' 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
Male Age: 
Interest Median : 50; 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Electronics 
Medicine 
15 
97 
15 
60 
40 
First Test 
Case Number 28 Sex: 
Science Course': Biology 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Hedicine 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Hale 
Second Test 
IQ: 
Age: 
Interest Median: 50; 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Electronics 
Conservation 
Anthropology 
102 
15 
58 
Case Number 29 Sex: Mal e Age:· 15 
Science Course: None Interest Median : 57 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Case Number 30 Sex: Hale Age : 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Hedian: 52; 57 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Botany 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Electronics 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 31 Sex: Male Age: 15 
Science Course: None Interest Median: 59; 53 
Astronomy Aeronautics 
Aeronautics Physics 
Physics Astronomy 
Electronics Electronics 
Chemistry Chemistry 
IQ: 86 
Case Number 32 Sex: Hale Age: 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 88· 
' 
33 
Chemistry Aeronautics 
Physics Chemistry 
Aeronautics Electronics 
Astronomy Physics 
Botany Conservation 
Case Number 33 Sex: Male Age: 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 78; 96 
Physics 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
IYiedicine 
Physics 
42 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 3t1- Sex: Hale Age: 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 32; 43 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Zoology Zoology 
Conservation Astronomy 
Botany Medicine 
Astronomy Physics 
Case Number 35 Sex : Male Age: 15 
Science Course: Physics Interest Medi~~= 67; 56 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Case Number 36 
Science Course: Biology 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Botany 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Sex: 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
Botany 
Conserva tion 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Botany 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Age: 
hl· 
' ' 
16 
20 
43 
First Test 
Case Number 37 Sex: Male 
Second Test 
IQ: 103 
Age: 16 
44 
Science Course: Biology 
Nedicine 
Interest Median: 73; 65 
Nedicine 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Case Number 38 Sex: Male 
Zoology 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
IQ: 108 
Age: 16 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 43 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electrorlics 
Conservation 
Case Number 39 Sex: Male Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest Median: 74; 79 
Aeronautics 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Physics 
Electronics 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Conservation 
Anthropology 
First Test 
Case Number l1·0 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Physics 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Second Test 
Sex: Hale 
45 
IQ: 131 
Age: 16 
Interest Hedian: 78; 78 
Conservation 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Botany 
Case Ntwber 41 Sex: Male Age: 16 
Science Course: Biology Interest Hedian: 98; 98 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Case Number 42 
Science Course: 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Electronics 
IQ: 
Sex: Nale Age: 
None Interest l1edian: 74: 
I 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Conservation 
Medicine 
Zoology 
94 
16 
26 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 43 Sex: Male Age: 16 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 79; 70 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Botany 
Case Number 44 Sex: 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Botany 
Male 
Science Course: Biology Interest Hedian: 
Age: 
81; 
16 
88 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Electronics 
Case Number 45 
Science Course: Biology 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Sex: Male 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
IQ: 100 
Age: 16 
Interest Median: 53 
45 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 46 Sex : Male Age: 16 
Science Course : None Interest Median: 53; 27 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Case Number 47 Sex: 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Case Number 48 Sex: 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Hedicine 
Electronics 
Nale Age: 
Interest Hedian: 4o 
IQ: 
Male Age: 
Interest Hedian : 66 
16 
122 
16 
47 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 49 Sex: Male Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest Iviedian: 25; 32 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Case Nu..-·nber 50 
Science Course: 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Electronics 
Sex: 
Chemistry 
and Physics 
Aeronautics 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Male 
Interest Median : 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Physics 
Age : 
68· 
' 
16 
95 
Case Number 51 Sex: Male Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest Median : 50; 54 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Zoology Electronics 
Astronomy Zoology 
Anthropology l-1edicine 
Nedicine Physics 
48 
First Test 
Cas e Number 52 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Anthropology 
Case N1...1.TI1ber 53 
Second Test 
Sex: Male 
I Q: 86 
Age : 18 
Interest Median: 60 
Sex: Male Age : 18 
Sci ence Course: Chemistry Interest Medi~n: 54 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Electronics 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Case Number 54 Sex: Male Age : 17 
Science Course: Physics Interest Median : 89; 72 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
Physics 
50 
Second Test First Test 
Case Number 55 Sex: Hale Ar:;e: 18 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Electronics 
Zoology 
Physics 
Interest Hedian: 53 ; 66 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Physics 
Case N1.:rrn.ber 56 Sex: Nale Age: 18 
Science Course: Physics 
Aer onautics 
Electronics 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Zoology 
I nterest Nedian: 39 
Case Number 57 Sex: Female Age : 17 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 38 ; 61 
Zoology 
1-Iedicine 
Conservation 
Botany 
Electronics 
Zoology 
Ivfedi cine 
Conservation 
Chemistry 
Botany 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 5'8 Sex: Hale Age: 18 
Science Course: None Interes t Hedian: }_._)__._ . 
I ' ' 
4-2 
Aeronautic s Aeronautj_cs 
Physics Physics 
Electronics Chemistry 
Astronomy Zoology 
Chem1stry Conservation 
Case Number 59 Sex: Mal e Age: 17 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 9; 1 2 
Anthropology Anthropolo gy 
Astronomy Astronomy 
Zoology r·1edicine 
Conservation Conserve..tion 
Physics Electroni cs 
Case Number 60 Sex : Male 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 
Conserva.tion 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Medicine 
Physics 
. ~ton Un1,· .. l ~­
~- u ot rr.l'j ·. ~ii<.-.,1 ' ... 
. Li brc;ry / 
Chemistry 
Aeronautj_cs 
Botany 
Hedicine 
Electronics 
IQ: 
Age: 
u.g. 
I ' 
91 
17 
38 
51 
52 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 61 Sex: Male Age: 18 
24-· . itO Science Course: Physics 
AeroDautics 
Hedicine 
Conservation 
Physics 
Electroni cs 
Case N1.1mber 6~ Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
:tviedicine 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
Interest Median: 
' 
Aeronautics 
Electronj_ cs 
Physics 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
IQ: 
Male Age: 
Interest Median: 50 ; 
Physics 
Electronics 
11edicine 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
103 
17 
5.5 
Case Number 63 Sex: Male Age: 17 
Science Course: Physics Interest Median: 70; 73 
Physics Aeronautics 
Aeronautics Physics 
Botany Chemistry 
Electroni cs Electroni cs 
Conservation Botany 
First Test 
Case Number 6l..t-
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Conservation 
l<Iecli cine 
Second Test 
Sex: Ivial e Age: 18 
Interest Median: 66 
Case l'h:u:nber 65 Sex: Female Age: 18 
Science Course: CheJ';J.istry Interest Hedian : 53; 67 
Zoology 
Anthropology 
Botany 
Conservation 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Bota..tJ.y 
Nedicine 
Chemi stry 
Case Number 66 Sex: Hale Age: 17 
Scie!lce Course: Physics Interest Hedian: 58; 66 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Medicine 
Botany 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Botany 
Hedi cine 
53 
First Test 
Case Humber 67 
Science Course: None 
Aeronauti cs 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Chenistry 
Electronics 
Case Number 6[-3 
Second Test 
Sex: Hale 1' "'e • 2.lJ-,.o 
Interest Median: 40; 35 
Sex: Mal e 
Aeronautj_cs 
Nedicine 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Age: 59 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 95 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
• 
Physics 
Zoology 
Case Number 69 Sex: Male Age: 19 
Scie:>1ce Course: Physics . I nt eres t Hedian: 87; 53 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Physic s 
Chemistry 
Botany 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Conservati on 
Chemistry 
Physics 
5 
Second Test First Test 
Case Number 70 
Science Course: None 
Zoology 
Ned icine 
Aeronautics 
As tronomy 
Anthropology 
Sex: Hale Age : ~0 
Case Number 71 Sex: 
Science Cours e : Chemistry 
Anthrop ology 
Aeronauti cs 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Conservation 
Interest Hedian : 69 
Female Age: 1 9 
Interest Median: 78 
Cas e Number 7'2. Sex: 1'1ale Age : 19 
Science Course: Phys ics I nterest Hedian: 38; 43 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Nedicine 
Electronics 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Conservation 
Botany 
55 
56 
First Test Second. Test 
Case Number 73 Sex: Nale Age: 27 
Science Course: Physics Interest Nedi an : 89 
Astrono1 y 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Physics 
I Q: 136 
Case Number 74- Sex : Female 1 ge: 13 
Science Course : None Interest Hedi an: 80 · 
' 
6~ 
Astronomy Anthropology 
Conservation Astron omy 
Anthropology Zoology 
Botany Botany 
Physics CoDservation 
Case Number 75 Sex : Female Age: 14-
Science Course: None Interest Nedian: 4-0 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Botany 
Phys:i.cs 
Nedicine 
First Test 
Case Number 76 
Science Course: None 
Electronics 
Physics 
Zoology 
Case Number 77 
Science Course: None 
Zoology 
l'·fedicine 
Physics 
.tinthropology 
Chemistry 
Second Test 
Sex: Female Age: 14 
Interest Median : 0; 10 
Aeronautics 
Chemistr y 
Bota..ny 
Electronics 
Astronomy 
Sex: Female Age : 14 
Interest lviedian: 45; 70 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Botany 
Conservation 
Case Number 78 Sex : Female Age: 14 
Science Course: None Interest Nedian: e::2; 4-0 
Hedicine 
Conservation 
.Anthropology 
Zoology 
Botany 
Chernistry 
Medicine 
Conservation 
Botru.J.y 
.fu.1. t hr op o 1 o gy 
57 
First Test 
Case Number 79 Sex: 
Science Course : Biology 
Anthropology 
Botany 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Case Nu.mber 80 Sex : 
Science Course: None 
As tronomy 
Anthropology 
Hedicine 
Cons ervation 
Zoology 
Second Test 
Female Age : 
Interest l·Iedic-.n: 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
Female 
Interest Median : 
AstronomY 
" 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Botany 
Hedicine 
68 · 
' 
Age: 
4-8 · 
' 
14 
56 
14 
4-8 
Case Number 81 Sex: Female .H.ge: ll.J-
Science Course : None Interest Nedian : 4-4-; 36 
Astr onomy Astronomy 
Chemistry Chemistry 
Anthropology Physics 
Physics Aeronautics 
Electronics Electronics 
58 
First Test 
Case Number 8~ 
Science Course: None 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Physics 
Conservation 
59 
Second Test 
I Q: 88 
Sex: Female Age: 14 
Interest Medi an: 13 ; 12 
Zoology 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Astronom:r 
Case Number 83 Sex: Female Age : 14 
Science Course: None Interest Hedia.11 : 1 2 ; 36 
Zoology Zoology 
Nedicine Hecl.icine 
Electronics Anthropology 
Physics Astronomy 
Conservation Conservation 
Case Nur11ber 84 Sex : Female .n.ge: l i..l-
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 61; L:J+ 
Anthropol ogy 
Astronomy Astronomy 
Hedicine l1edicine 
Zoology Zoology 
Physics Chemistry 
60 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 85 Sex: Female Age: 
Scie!l.ce Course : None Interest Median : 45; I.~, '-t-..) 
Conservation Conservation 
Zoology Zoology 
Nec1icine Physics 
Aeronautics Chemistry 
Physics Anthropology 
Case Number 86 Sex: Fer.a.ale _ge: ll..J-
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 13; 8 
Hecli cine Anthropology 
Anthropology Astronomy 
Astronomy Zoology 
Zoology Electronics 
Electronics Physics 
Case l'Jumber 87 Sex: Female Age: l:i 
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 5·3 ; )j 
Zoology Zoology 
Nedicine Aeronautics 
Anthropology Ivledicine 
Conservat ion Conservation 
Bota.ny A:i.'1 t hrop ol o gy 
First Test 
Case Number 88 
Science Course: None 
Hedj_cin e 
ZoolOGY 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Anthropology 
Cas e Number 89 
Science Course: Biology 
Botany 
Hedicine 
Zoolo gy 
Electronics 
Conservation 
Cas e Nmnber 90 
Science Course: None 
Ant hropology 
Botany 
Hedicine 
Electronics 
Phys i cs 
61 
Second Test 
IQ: 121 
Sex : Female Age: 1 5 
Interes t Ned i an : 69 
I Q: 92 
Sex : Female Age: 15 
I nterest Ne c:l i an : 63; 34 
flnt hr op ol o gy 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Sex: Female Age: 15 
Interes t Hedie..n: 63 ; 44 
Anthropology 
Botany 
Elect ronics 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
First Test 
Case Humber 91 Sex: 
Science Course: None 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Conservation 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Nedian: l · ' ) . r c_' 
Zoology 
Hedicine 
Conserva tion 
Botany 
Anthropology 
15 
55 
Case Number 9e:: Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Course: Physics Interest Nedian: 70; 80 
Nedicine 
Aeronau·U.cs 
Physics 
Botany 
Zoology 
Case Number 93 
Science Course: Biology 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Ai1.thropology 
Physics 
Sex: Female 
Conservation 
Botany 
Nedicine 
Physics 
Zoology 
I Q: 
Age: 
Interest Hedian.: 52 
91 
15 
62 
First Test 
Case Number 911-
Science Course: Biology 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
t 63 
Second Test 
I Q: 97 
Sex: Female Age: 15 
Interest Median : 54 
Case Number 95 Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Course: None Interest Hedian: 65; 81 
Astronomy Astronomy 
1·:1edicine Hedicine 
Zoology Zoology 
Anthropology Electronics 
Aeronautics Physics 
IQ: 
Case Number 96 Sex : Female Age: 
Science Course: None Interest J:fedian: 68 · 
' 
Iviedicine Medicine 
Anthropology Zoology 
Zoology Aeronauti cs 
Physics Physics 
Aeronautics Anthropology 
First Test Second Test 
Case NuEber 97 Sex: Female Age : 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest HecJian: 75; 62 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
Medicine 
Case N1...unber 98 Sex: 
Scien ce Course: None 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Physics 
· Anthropology 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
Female 
Interest Meaicm: 
Age : 
ho. 
' 7' 
..~c'\.nthropology 
Heaicj_ne 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Conservation 
15 
28 
Cas e Number 99 Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Co1...rrse: None Interest Median: 25 ; 20 
Anthropology A..nthropology 
Nedicine Medicine 
Zoology Astronomy 
Conservation Zoology 
Botany Electronics 
64 
First Test 
Case Number 100 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Nedicine 
Astrono:oy 
Aeronauti cs 
Botany 
Physics 
Case Number 101 Sex: 
Science Course : Biology 
Astronomy 
Hedicine 
Physics 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Case Number lOc 
Science Course: 
Hedi cine 
Zoology 
Anthropo1oey 
SeJt : 
Biology and 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Electrordcs 
Second Test 
Female 
Interest Nedian : 
Electronics 
Nedicine 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Botany 
Female 
Interest Hedian : 
Hedicine 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Electronj_cs 
Chemistry 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Zoology 
Iviedicine 
I Q: 
Age: 
39: 
' 
I Q: 
Age: 
52; 
Age : 
61; 
Anthropolo gy 
Conservation 
Chemistry 
10£::' 
15 
39 
129 
15 
4 2 
15 
55 
65 
66 
First Test Second Test 
Case N"L1.D1ber 103 Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Hedi an: 50 ; 36 
Astronomy 
Botru1.y 
Physics 
Zoology 
Conservatj_on 
Astronomy 
A-.11. t hr op o1 o gy 
Zoology 
Physics 
Electronics 
Case Number 104 Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Co"LU"se: None Interest Hedian: 50; 53 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
ConservB.tion 
Physics 
Electronics 
Case Number 105 
Science Course: Biology 
Botany 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Nedicine 
Sex: Female 
Anthropology 
Botany 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Hedicine 
Age : 1 5 
Interest Median: 35 
67 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 106 Sex: Female Age: 15' 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 53; 57 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Anthropology 
Conservc.tion 
Bota..11y 
Astronomy 
An.thropology 
Zoology 
Botany 
Conservat ion 
Case Number 107 Sex: Female Age: 15 
Science Course: None Interest Iviedian: L :: ; 28 
Nedicine 
Chemistry 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Case Number 108 
Science Co1-1rse: 
Hedi cine 
None 
Zoology 
Ant hropology 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Sex: 
Hedicine 
Physics 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
IQ: 
Female Age: 
Interest Hedian: 58; 
Hedicine 
Zoolor;y 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
lOlt 
16 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 109 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Physics Interest 11edian: 78; 73 
Botany 
Hedicine Physics 
Physics Electronics 
Conservation Botany 
Chemistry Chemistr y 
Case Number 110 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Physics Interest Nedia.n: 55; 50 
Anthropology Anthropology 
Medicine Aeronautics 
Astronomy Astronomy 
Zoology Hedicine 
Aeronautics Conservation 
IQ: llLJ. 
Case NuJnber 111 Sex: Female Age: 1 r ~O 
Science Course: None , Interest Hedia..'1. : lt-8 ; 48 
Anthropology Anthropology 
Astronomy Astronomy 
Electronics Electronics 
Zoology Nedicine 
Physics Physics 
68 
First Test Second Test 
Cas e I~umber 112 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest Hedia..n.: 38; 35 
11J:ec1i cine 
Botany 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Case Number 113 
Science Course : Biology 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Case Number 114 
Science Course: Biology 
Astronomy 
Nedicine 
Physics 
Electronics 
Chemistry 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
ChemJstry 
Sex: Female Age: 16 
Interest 11edian: 61 
Sex: Female 
Interest l1eclian : 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Age: 
44· 
' 
16 
46 
I 
69 
70 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 115 Sex: Female · Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest 1'1edian : 11 
Nedi cine 
Electronics 
Botany 
Astronomy 
Chemi stry 
Case Number 116 Sex : Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Physics Interest Hedian : 54 
Anfhropology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Chemistry . 
Nedicine 
I Q: 119 
Cas e Number 117 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: None I nterest lv!edian: 87; 100 
Anthropology Anthropology 
Nedicine lvfedi cine 
Zoology Zoology 
Astronomy Astronomy 
Electronics Electronics 
First Test 
Case NL~ber 118 Sex: 
Science Course: None 
Chemistry. 
Astronomy 
Electronics 
Hedicine 
Conservation 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 67 · 
' 
Botany 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
Nedicine 
16 
~-9 
Ca se Number 119 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Nedian: 38; 63 
Astronomy 
l•iedicine 
Electronics 
Botany 
Anthr opology 
Case Number 120 Sex: Female 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Physics 
IQ: 135 
Age: 16 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 42 
Zoology 
Ivfedicine 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
7 1 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 121 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: None Interest Median : 55 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Botany 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
IQ: 118 
Case Number 122 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median : 36; 22 
Nedicine 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
.Astronomy 
Electronics 
Case Number 123 
Science Course: None 
Aeronautics 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Nedicine 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Electronics 
Aeronautics 
Sex: Female Age: 16 
Interest Median: 79 
72 
First Test 
Case Number 124 
Science Course: 
Nedic ine 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Case Number 12 5' 
Physics 
Science Course : None 
Zoology 
J.fedicine 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Second Test 
Sex: Female Age: 16 
Interest Median : 63 
Conservation 
Zoology 
11edicine 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Sex : Female 
IQ: 97 
Age: 16 
Interest Median: 59 
Case Number 126 Sex : Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Biology Interest Nedian: 42; 21 
Conservation 11edicine 
Botany Zoology 
Aeronautics Aeronautics 
Nedi cine Chemistry 
Chemi s try Conservat i on 
73 
First Test 
Case Number 127 Sex: 
Science Course: None 
Hedicine 
Botany 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
Case Number 128 
Science Course: Biology 
Zoology 
Hedicine 
Astronomy 
Electronics 
Botany 
Sex: 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Med1"an: 4J· 
-' 
Hedicine 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
Physics 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 40· 
' 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Conservation 
Botany 
Anthropology 
16 
35 
16 
34 
Case N~~ber 129 Sex: Female Age: 16 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 65; 88 
Medicine 
Physics 
Anthropology 
Botany 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
:Medicine 
Conservation 
Physics 
74 
First Test 
Case Number 130 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Aeronautics 
Medicine 
Botany 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Case Number 131 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Hedicine 
Botany 
Astronomy 
Case Number 132 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Anthropology 
Nedicj_ne 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Nedian: 
Botany 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Conservation 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Anthropology 
Hed icine 
Zoology 
Botany 
Chemistry 
46 · 
' 
IQ: 
Age: 
50; 
Age: 
h5· 
I ' 
16 
21 
79 
16 
53 
17 
53 
75 
76 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 133 Sex : Female Age: 17 
Science Course : Physics 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Case Number 134 Sex : 
Science Course : Chemi s try 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Jv1edicine 
Conservat i on 
Botany 
Case Number 135 Sex : 
Science Course : Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
J-1edicine 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Interest Median: 27 
IQ : 117 
Female Age: 17 
Interest Median: 20; 60 
Astronomy 
Medi cine ·. 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Conservation 
IQ : 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 31; 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Physics 
103 
17 
33 
r-
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 136 Sex: Female Age: 17 
Science Course : Biology Interest Median: 58; . 65 
i"ledicine Astronomy 
Zoology Zoology 
Astronomy Physics 
Electronics Aeronautics 
Physics Medicine 
IQ: 75 
Case Number 137 Sex: Female Age: 18 
Science Course: None Interest Median: 2L.. 
1 ' 
35 
Zoology Nedicine 
Medicine Anthropology 
Conservation Electronics 
Chemistry Physics 
Physics Conservation 
Case Number 138 Sex : Female Age: 17 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Anthropology 
Electronics 
Interest Median: 10 
77 
78 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 139 Sex: Female Age : 17 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Nedicine 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Physics 
Astronomy 
Interest Median : 23 
Case Nu~ber 140 Sex: Female Age: 17 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 28; 66 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Case Number 141 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Nedicine 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Anthr opology 
Botany 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
IQ: 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 24; 
Medicine 
Botany 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Physics 
127 
17 
l.J-8 
First Test 
Case Number 1t1-2 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Nedicine 
Case Number 143 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemis try 
Anthropology 
:tviedicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
Case Number 144 
Science Course : 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Sex: 
Chemis try 
Second Test 
IQ: 
Female Age: 
79 
100 
17 
Interest :Median: 58; 66 
Zoology 
Female 
Astronomy 
Nedicine 
Botany 
Physics 
Interest 11edian: 
Astronomy 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Age: 
h8 · 
' ' 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Female Age: 
Interest Median : 60· 
' 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
18 
63 
18 
70 
80 
First Test Second Test 
CRse Number 145 Sex: Female Age: 17 
Science Course: Biology Interest Ivledian : 57; 66 
Medicine 
Physics 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Conservation 
Case Number 146 
Science Cours e: 
Medicine 
None 
Zoology 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Case Number 11.1-7 
Sex: 
Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Botany 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
Botany 
Aeronautics 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Botany 
1-1edicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Age: 
h7· 
I ' 
Conservation 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Medicine 
Botany 
Zoology 
Chemistry 
Aeronautics 
IQ: 
A;.e • 5 • 
4h. 
I ' 
17 
30 
97 
18 
40 
First Test Second Test 
Case Number 148 Sex: Female Age: 17 
Science Course: Physics Interest Median: 47; 59 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Medicine 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Case Number 149 
Science Course: 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Electronics 
Zoology 
Physics 
Sex: 
Physics 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Nedicine 
Physics 
Conservation 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 
Aeronautics 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Physics 
Anthropology 
r:::'l • • :_~-r, 
17 
67 
Case Number 150 Sex: Female Age: 17 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 89; 85 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
81 
First Test 
Case Number 151 Sex : 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Hedian: 44· 
' 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Physics 
Astronomy 
Conservation 
18 
53 
82 
Case Number 152 Sex: Female Age:' 1? 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Hedian: 8? ; ?3 
Aeronautics Astronomy 
Astronomy Zoology 
Medicine Medicine 
Chemistry Physics 
Electronics Electronics 
Case Number 153 Sex : Female Age: 1? 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 49; 3? 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
1-fedicine 
Conservation 
Physic s 
Anthropology 
Ivfedicine 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Zoology 
First Test 
Case Number 154 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Electronics 
Anthropology 
Case Number 155 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Conservation 
Zoology 
Medicine 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Case Number 156 Sex: 
Science Course: Chemistry 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
Zoology 
Electronics 
Aeronautics 
Second Test 
IQ: 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 59; 
Anthropology 
Medicine 
Astronomy 
Physics 
Aeronautics 
I Q: 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 58; 
Botany 
Female 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Electronics 
Interest Median: 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Botany 
IQ: 
Age: 
31; 
Conservation 
Electronics 
89 
17 
56 
105 
17 
37 
107 
17 
25 
83 
First Test 
Case Number 157 Sex: 
Science C01 .. 1.rse: Chemistry 
Anthropology 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
Physics 
Electronics 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest l-1edian: 18· 
' 
Astronomy 
Anthropology 
Aeronautics 
Electronics 
Physics 
24 
80 
Cas e Number 158 Sex : Femal e Age: 22 
Science Course: None Interest Median: 78; 64 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Anthropology 
Case Number 159 Sex: Female 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Medicine 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Age: 19 
Science Course: Chemi stry Interest Median: 35 
Medi cine 
Chemi s try 
Botany 
Zoology 
Conservation 
84 
First Test 
Case Number 160 
Science Course: Biology 
1·fedicine 
Anthropology 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Botany 
Case Number 161 
Science Course: None 
Case Number 162 
Sex: 
Second Test 
Female 
Interest Median: 
Age: 
40; 
Hedicine 
Zoology 
Anthr opology 
Chemistry 
Conservation 
20 
28 
Sex: Female Age: 14 
Interest Median: 57 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Medicine 
Anthropology 
Conservation 
Sex: Male Age: 19 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 75 
Aeronautics 
Zoology 
Conservation 
Astronomy 
1'-fedicine 
85 
First Test 
Case Number 163 
Science Course: None 
Second Test 
Sex: Female Age: 17 
Interest Median: 54 
Aeronautics 
Medicine 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Botany 
Case Number 164 Sex: Male Age: 15 
Science Course: Biology Interest Median: 57 
Case Number 165 
Science Course: None 
Sex: Male 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Electronics 
Conservation 
Interest Median : 
Aeronautics 
Astronomy 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Electronics 
Age: 15 
63 
86 
First Test 
Case Number 166 Sex: 
Science Course: Biology 
Second Test 
Female Age: 
Interest Median: 
Conservation 
Bota..."ly 
Zoology 
Astronomy 
Aeronautics 
15 
47 
Case Number 167 Sex: Female Age: 18 
Science Course: Chemistry Interest Median: 50 
Zoology 
Case Number 168 
Science Course: None 
Astronomy 
Nedicine 
Physics 
Conservation 
Sex: Female 
Interest Hedian: 
Anthropology 
J:v1edicine 
Zoology 
Aeronautics 
Botany 
Age: 17 
14 
87 
First Test 
Case Number 169 
Science Course: None 
Second Tes t 
Sex: Female Age: 16 
Interest Median: 
Botany 
Astronomy 
Electronics 
Zoology 
Conservation 
28 
88 
~. Organization 
Intelligence and interest.-- In order to c heck 
the factor of intelligence associated with the variety 
of interests measured by this test, a random selection 
of all the students \>las made, and a test of intelligence 
v-ras administered. Forty-six vrere selected for this 
test . The Oti s Qui ck Scoring Intelligence Test was 
u sed . From this group , fourteen were chosen, each to 
represent a particular mental abil ity l evel of the whole 
group . The meCIJ_an scores of the first test \•Jere 
cor'lpared to the intelligence quotient to find any 
correlation that mi ght exist. Table 1. shows that there 
is a positive co rrel ation betvreen interest and intelli-
gence although it isn't very high. 
8 9 
Table 1. 'rhe Correlation of Interest Test 
Hedian 1·li th Intelligence Quotient 
Scores f Rank Difference t 
I : Difference Squared 
I • Q. I, Hedian (1) (2) .(~} {4-) 
136 80 0 0 
131 78 0 0 
127 24 7.5 I 56.25 123 59 1 1 118 36 3 9 114 10 8 64 
107 31 2 4 
103 50 2.5 6.25 
97 59 5 25 
92 63 7 49 
88 13 2 4 
79 50 5.5 30.25 
75 24 3.5 12.25 
66 18 2 4 
N = 111. Sum = 265.00 
rho = 0.417 
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Validity _ chec~.-- T\m categories of t he test vrere 
chang ed s omewhat to check the validity of the test. 
Again, a random selection of representatives who had 
t aken both admj_nistrations "ltJas c hosen , and the c oTrel a-
tion of the interest expressed in these categories a t 
both times 1.>vas found. Another category that ' 'ras not 
c han ged was u sed as a control in t his data . Table ~ . 
s hm<Ts the amount of correlation in tl1.e t-vm chan ged 
categories v.ras positive and c ompares favorably 1-d th tbe 
correlation of the control category. 
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Table 2a . The Correlation of the Validity 
Check in the Two Categories 
that \vere Changed. -
Control Category 
. --
Scores Raru{ Difference 
Squared -First---Se~ond Difference 
Test Test 
(1-)__ ( ~) (3~ 
--r-Q"-'-- -
100 
22 
)_~)_1-
66 
66 
33 
0 
33 
100 
88 
44 
100 
100 
100 
2.2 
33 
100 
0 
55 
11 
33 
88 
100 
44 
L 0 . . 100 .. 
--· N=~l=3..._ _ 
0 
2 
0 
~-
0 0 
4 . 25' 18 .06 
6 36 
4 . 5' ~0 . 25 
2 4 
:2 4 
2 • 7 5' i 7 • '56 2. 75 7. 5'6 
1 5' 2. 25' -- ~g : ~~--- __ I_o.;::_g.o6 
Sum= ~08 • zh_, _ 
r ho=0 . 4~7 
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Table ~b . Medicine Category 
-
Scores Rank Difference 
Firs t Second Difference Sque,red 
Test Test (1) ( ~)_ ~ (3} (~-) 
75 90 1 ~~ 2 . ~5 . ') 58 3~ 3. 66 13 • 5LJ-
90 100 1 1 
57 73 4 16 
50 58 C:J h I 
58 ~~ 4. 66 J 21 . 71 r. 0 0 0 0 
f 8 68 3 9 ~ I 100 90 1.5 l ~ . ~5 
50 I 65 3 . 5 I 1~.25 40 7l.j- 8 64 66 I 56 5· 25 28 _ _2§ __ -- o . s-~ ! 0. 62 
N=l] S~m=l 71 .69 
rho=O. 5::::8 
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Table ~c. Zoology Category 
-
_ _ Scq_res Rank Difference 
First Second Difference Sauared 
~st Test (1) (~) 
. 
(J) (4-) 
90 100 1.33 1.77 
80 80 0.27 0 . 07 
90 100 0.'27 0.07 
60 70 0 0 
70 77 6 36 
50 30 0.5 0 . ~5 
10 0 
I 
3 . 5 l 'c!. . ~5 
80 40 1 1 
100 ' 100 1 •. 33 1. 77 
40 40 
t 
0 0 
0 80 8 . 5 7' ) '"' 5 
' 
t::.. oC::. 
70 5o 1 I 1 
__ 4~'0~-~--~6=0~-------1=~ __ j~----~2~·=22~ 
Sum=13 ? . 91 
rho=0.627 
The science inteTests of the2~upils .-- In order 
to deter mi ne t he fiel ds of science that are interesting 
t o t his group of students, the highest score or scores 
of each testee were tabulated , and t he percentages were 
calculated i n reference to the total number 'of choices. 
Table 3. gives the percent of choices to the whole for 
the mixed gr oup, and for boys and girl s, separately. 
Table 3. Percentage of Choices for 
Each Field, in Rafl...k Order 
for the Mixed Group . 
Field ~-~}.~fi~x~e~dr __ G~rr~o~~lP=-+--=B~o~y:s~---;--~G~i~r~l~s~----
----"'IlJ-----1- _(2=-) _ _ -~----__,_c :=s.t.J.... ___ ,._____,c_4-'-'. )'--·--
Astronomy.. . .. 17.~ 16. 5 19 . ~ 
Aeronautics ... 16 . 6 ~9 . 3 4 . 1 
Zoology. • • • . • • 16 .3 1~ .-9 19 •. 1 
Medicine...... 14 .8 4 . 9 ~~ . 6 
Anthropolofy.. 11.4 6 . 2 17 . 6 
Chemistry..... 6. 8 10 . 2 2. 7 
Physics ....... 6.8 10. 2 0.5 
Conservat5on. . 4 . 8 5.8 l.J- . 6 
Electronics ... 2.7 3.6 1~3 
B .l. ----=~--· ·h _ ________ o. Lf- -- , _ __ .-.::.,~~· o.:::__ _ 
.uO vany ••••• ·~ /.. ____ _ _ _ 
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To find the interest in the approximate grade 
levels and ages, the percentages v.rere folmd i n a 
similar manner to those found i n Table 3. Table 4 . 
gives the interests of the boys as a function of thei r 
a ges. Here , it is assltmed that most of the thirteen 
to f ourteen year old boys are freshmen, t he fifteen 
year old boys are sophomores, the sixteen year old 
boys are juniors, and the seventeen and ei ghteen year 
old boys are seniors. There would be exceptions to 
this . 
Table 4. Perc entage of Ctioi ces for 
Boys in Relation to Thei r Age 
Field 
(i)'-
Aeronautics •••.• 26.7 25 37 30.3 21 .4 
Anthropology •••• 6.7 10 . . . . . 8. 8 7.2 
Astronomy ••••••• 16.7 5 21.'+ 
Bota ... ny . ......... . . . . . . . . . . 
Chemistry ••••••• 6.7 5 . . . . . 
Conservation •••• 3 ., • ..) 5 7~2 
Electronics •••.• ") ") 10 7.2 ...) . _, . . . . . 
Medicine •••••••• 3-3 5 13 " . . . . . 
Physics.~ •.•• • •• 20 20 4.3 14.2 
Zoo1o . . . . . . . . . 1~.~ 1 1~ 21.4 
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Table 5. gives the interests of the girls as a 
f~unction of t heir ages . The same manner of handling 
the data was us ed as wa s used for Table 4. 
Table 5. Percentage of Choices for 
Girls in Relation to Their Age 
- 13-li+ - rl?558 j" th I 15 16 (1) (2) 
-· 
(_~) (4) 
Aeronauti cs ••••• 6.7 I 6.9 i ..... 7 ~ 9 ' •.••• 
Anthropology •••• 13.3 1 19.2 l 17 ~1 10~6 16.7 
Astronomy ••••••• 26.7 19~ 2 .I 10~1 23.7 16 . 7 I Botany ....•..... 6.7 7.6 6.9 . . . . . . . . . . 
Chemistry ••••••• . . . . . . . . . 3.5 . .... . . . . . 
Conservation ••.• 13.3 • •••• ' 3.5 7.3 . . . . . 
Electronics ••••• 6.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . 
Medicine •••••••• 13.3 27 31 34 50 
Physics~ •••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Zoolog~········· 1~ •. ~ 27 20 . ') 18.4 16 . 6 
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Table 6. Data Concerning the 
Science Interest Changes. 
Whole Boys Girls 
Group 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) 
Hedian Average Change ••••• ,L2.05 I ,L3.35 ,Ll.l9 Hedian Positive Change •••• 11.32 11.03 11.61 l;1edian Negative Change • • •• 10.43 i 11 . 92 8. 9L:-
Number of IncH vi duals 
J Changing Median Scores 
Positive •••••••• 65 f 33 32 
Negative •••••••• 55 18 37 
No Change ••••• • • 6 2 4 
Greatest Chc:mge 
Positive ••••• ~ •• 62 60 62 
Negative •••••••• 55 55 29 
Average N1..unber of 
Changes of Field : l . lt-5 l.l·i·5 1.45 
Greatest Number of I 
Chan es of Field 4 lj. 
Hmv much do science interests chanQ"e?-- Table 6. 
vias organized to shov1 (1) the average change in media..n 
score, (2) the average positive change, and (3) the 
average negative change. Also, the number of changes, 
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the greatest positive chru~ge, and the greates t negative 
change are given. The average number of changes of field 
of interest above the median and the greatest number of 
changes of field above the median are included . Column 
b-ro is for the group as a 1,-.rhole , and colu....nms three and 
four are for the boys and girl s , respectively. 
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Is the interest of the science student more or less 
stable thart the non-science student?-- Table 7. is arranged 
to i mply an ans\lrer to this question. 
Table 7. Median Score Change 
- Median Score Boys Girls 
Change Science Non-Science Sc·i ence Non- Sci ence 
.. .. 
- . . 
-
Average Gain 10~91 11;73 15~ 50 11.46 
Average Loss 17.17 16~88 12.10 10 . 87 
Average Change ,L.l 0 28 -0.~16 12.62 -0. 862 
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Does the interest of the sci ence student increase 
or decrease in the subjec_t he is currently studying?- -
The curriculum for the students taking the test offered 
only biology, chemistry , and p hysics as science cours es; 
so the ten ca.tegories ~~auld overlap sot..18\•That in trying 
to test a c hang e in these specific fields . The fie l ds 
most closely associated vl i th life , such as botany, 
conserva tion, medicine, and zool ogy, were included in 
the comparison of the scores for those students in 
biology . Chemistry included the categories of chemist r y 
and medicine , anc physics interest cbanees ·Here coDpared 
1.1i th score c hc:tnges i n classical physics and modern 
physj_cs, called electronics in most data . 
The scores of the first test for each of the 
sneci fic categories mentioned were tabulated anC c ompared 
\dt h the s cores of these same catego ries on t he second 
test. The biology students s hoHed these changes in the 
appropri ate fields. 
Table 8a . Biology Students 
Average Score 
Field Chan c· e · --------·-----------~--------
Botany 
Conservation 
lvied icine 
Zoology 
Average 
-3.63 
- 6.55 
-1. 51-t-
- ~.86 
- -:s . 6lt_ __ 
The chemistry students showed these c hanges in 
their scores for the a1;~Jropriate fields . 
Table Sb . Chemistry Students 
Averaee Score 
Fi el_d ________ Chan"". t;T~e"--- -
Chemistry 
NecUcine 
,Ll4.37 
,L 7. 70 
Average 111.04 -------------~~~-~--~-~~~----------
The physics students showed the following average 
ch.anges of score in t he appropriate fields . 
Table 8c. 
Fi eld 
Electronics 
Physics 
Physics Students 
Average Score 
Chan{:?e 
,Ll. 32 
,L7. 28 
1\_verage f4.~o 
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CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATIONS AND CO NCLUSION"S 
The interpretations and conclusions of the problem 
are guided by the ans·vTers to t he questions listed in the 
ber,inning chanter of this paper . 
Some have made sta t ements with varying degrees of 
emphasis that the students of high intelli gence are the 
ones that should be guided toward science fields as a 
life vmrk . From the experience obtained in the aomini-
stration of this type of test, there is a little corre-
ll 
lation bet"\·1een i ntelligence quotieDt and the amount of 
interest i n science fields. The correlation is not as 
significant as one mi ght e:x:pect, hmvever. Fro11.1 the 
f 0 3 
grading of the tests , the author noticed the.t some students 
of lm·T or lov.r average intelligence ouotients had medie..n 
scores as high or higher than the more i ntelligent as 
revealed by the intelli gence test given . The inference 
to be dravm from this then, is that if interest is to be 
a determining factor in the formation of the careers of 
t he future scientists and engineers, some of the people 
of lm·.rer intelligence quotients 1.vill have to be given a 
1/See Table 1. p . 90 
chance to get into the fi el d, also . 
What are the science interests of thi s pa~ticular 
group of' high- school students'?-- In referring to Table 
3. some indications of the interest nreferences of this 
group are shovm . It is interesting to note that most 
of the fielcls of popular choices can be divided into 
h·ro groups. The boys are i nterested mostly i n the 
mechanical sciences suc h as aeronautics and astronomy . 
The girls are interested in the life sciences, such as 
medicine and zoology . Several girls indicated a. high 
interest in astronomy and anthropol ogy, also. Ta.king 
the group as a ·Hhole then, astronomy is the most 
i nteresting . Thi s is an interesting i ndi cat ion, since 
ne i ther of the schools where the test was given offers 
a course in astronomy as a separate class. Fror:1 Tables 
4- . and 5. astronomy remains an interesting field through-
out the various a.r,e groups and grade levels. This might 
be an indication that the interest i n s ome f i elds of 
s cience, at least, is not "~;Jholly dependent upon the 
striking of the spark by t he high s chool teacher spoken 
- 1/ 
of by Dr. Harri son . 
Another point that can be noticed in Tables lt . · and 
5. is the difference between the character of the 
i nterest s of boys and girls . The younger age level of 
1/0n. cit. p. ~ 
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1 n -~ u~ 
boys has someHhat the same interests as the older grouns . 
There seems to be a scattering of the interests i n all 
the fields except botany . In the ca se of the girls, 
houever, definite changes of character in the interest 
expressed are shmm. An example of this is the trend 
s hm·m in the case of medical interest . In the lo¥Jer 
age groups, the percentage of interest is not much 
greater than in any other field . But by the time the 
st1...1.dent arr5_ves at the j1.mior or senior level of the 
school, she is showing a greater interest in this sub ject 
than in any other . The medical interest may be a bit 
affected here by t he type of student in these schools. 
Bot,_ schools m,e mainly college preparc;.tory schools 
leading to pre- professional cours es. 111any of the girls 
\'lith ambition . then, select those occu:9ations Hh:i.c h are 
most suitable, in this case , nursing, teaching , and 
doctoring . Also, many of the parents of these students 
are nurses anCl doctors . Here again, interest might be 
developed in these s cience fielos not so much from the 
educational exp eriences that may occur in the classroom, 
but from other environmental sources. 
Another interesting indication obtained fr om the 
girls in the various a ge levels is that in s ome of the 
fields there are pec.ks that are attained during the 
high school ca r 0er. An exarr•nle of t his may be seen ln 
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the fields of anthropology and zoology. Tb.ere are many 
mor e bl::mk spaces j_n the t abl e for girls, also , than for 
b oys, giving the impression t hat t he interest is not so 
scattered in a l l t he fields measured by this test. It 
is not the purpo se of this pa}Jer to ans \·Jer the questions 
of il hovr '' and 1'-;,rhy" , although s ome very interesting t hings 
can be seen in the study of these statistics. Fur ther 
study mig ht lead to the ans1-·rers of some 0f those questions. 
Hovr. much do th~ sci.e_ng_C§... iJ2t~r.§st s of big_h s_chool 
.?tudents change throld.f:h ou.t the year?- - The ansi.·rers fo r 
this ques t ion may be a r rived at by t he use of Table 6 . 
First, the median score of tl1e group as a whole 
increased on c:u1 average c: .05 points . The boys 1 i n terests 
increas ed a l i t tle more than ttle girls . The average 
i n crease i n t t1e median score 1tJaS 11. 32 . The average 
decrease in the median score I:TaS lO.l..t-3 . The girls' 
s core decrea sed less than that of the boys . 
Only six individuals in the group of 1::::6 had no 
c hange in the median sco1,e ove r the p eriod bet Jeen the 
bro tests . .Six ty-five persons had positive c hang es i n 
the median. Over one half of the gi rls had negative 
changes i n t he median score, while on l y one third of 
t he boys b.ad negat ive c han ges in the median score. 
The average number of changes of f:Leld of scienc e 
interest above the i nt erest median ~:m s 1.45. The 
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average number of field changes \·ras the sarne for both the 
boys and the gLcls. The greatest number of field c hc:mges 
above the Bedian for any one individual Has four . In 
most cases the one or two field changes were t he fields of 
interest nearest the median score of the science interest . 
In 0ne case, hm·rever, the fields of interest were coJT\plete-
ly changed excent for the one nearest the medj_a_n score. 
This was ·a girl and the i nd i vidual that ha~ four fields 
of change . This "'ould indicate almost a cor.1plete reversal 
of interests . 
In answer to t he questi on mentioned above , the data 
indicates that there is quite a degree of change in t he 
interests of high school pupils . There is one note of 
caution that should be expressed here . In most of tl'lese 
ca ses \·There high degrees of change occur i n the tHo 
medians, the factor of c11riosi ty must not be for gott en. 
Also, the mental alertness of t he student at one time 
may have not been the equal ~ith the other time of 
. 1/ 
testing . rr.he reference to Armstrong may vrell be 
remembered here . 
Since there seems to be a great chance for a change 
in the interest fields at this time in the life of the 
student, then surely j_ t is the pla.ce to int::r.'oduce nev 
interests. Whether or not those interests become lasting 
&~d per manent enouE,h to cause t he pupil to select a 
scientj_fic fie l d fo r a life career ls another question 
Hhi ch this paper vrill not endeavor to ans1-:er. 
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Are i nterests develoued in t he cl a ssroom?- - The only w~ 
that t his question can be ans,trered is t o a ssume that s ince 
the s tudent spell ds much of his time in the class room, and 
he is exposed to various experiences that should l ead him 
toward an interest i n the thine s around him, i f his 
interests increase, some crec~ i t ce_n be talc en by the c1ass-
room procedure . Table 7~ s hows that there is an average 
gain in the median scores of both boys a..nd girls in 
science classes. Those i n non- science clas s es shm·r an 
average loss in the medi an score . Although these fi gures 
are har dly large enough to s how a significant difference, 
t here i s a trend i ndicated . 
Is t he i nterest of the science student more or less 
stabJe t han the non-science student?-- Table 7. is her e 
again employed to give an indication of the ans,·rer to this 
question . It has been determined from Table 6. that the 
interes t chan ge is fai rly grea t for all the students . 
The science student, hm'lever, shovTs a d j_fferent c hange 
from that of the non-sci enc e student . I n t he ca s e of boys, 
t he average median rai s ed 1.~8 point s for science 
students while the non- science male students had a 
decrease in the average median score. The same situation 
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exists in the case of the girls, als o, but t o a more 
defi nite degree . The girl scienc e student had a rise of 
2 , 6~ points on the average of median s cores while the 
non- sci enc e girls students had an average of 0 . 86~ poi nts 
less on the median scor e. This vrould indicate that the 
sc:Lence students had a greater degree of mobility , and , 
a l so, that mobility was expressed in the positive 
direction which would indicate progress . Actually, 
stability is not desired in e>Jly course of stuoy . If all 
courses indicat e a positive progression, then some indica-
tion of assimilation of the mat erial at hand is indicated . 
Does the _i nterest of the s cience s tudent inc i~ ease or 
dec~ease in the subject h~ is cu~rently studyin~? -- The 
ans1:1er to this question is found in Table 8 . The 
stt dents of biology and the l ife s ci ences or'linarily 
taken in high school shov.red an average decreas e of 3 . 64-
points in those fields. Thi s is not a significant figur e 
ana is probably not t r ue in every case in every high 
school, but an interesting thing a:on ears he.~e . At t he 
begirming of the year, a higher interest in the life 
sciences is exnress ed than at tl e end of t he ye;:n~ after 
the subject has been studi ed for :five or six months . 
1~lany ansvrers could be proposed here . The fact that t he 
growing season does not coi ncide wi th class work mi ght 
be one answer to the question . Nature is more or less 
1 •J 0 
dead ex c ep t for '•Ihat can be gotten from tex t books and 
classroom proc edures . 
This decrease of i n te r est in l i fe sciences bec omes 
more significant vihen t he s tatisti c s fo r t he other sciences 
are c onsidered. In the c a se of c hemist ry and yhys ics 
students , the i nterest medians r a ised in both classes o"' 
students . For c hemistry the median "\vas an avel~age of 11 . 04-
po i n ts hi gher t ha..'t'l t he median f or the :first test . This 
bec omes a figure of some significance . I n t he )hvsi c s 
. ,, 
class , the median for the sec ond test was an average of 
4 . 30 po i nt s higher than that for t h e f irst test . The fact 
that both of thes e are phys ical scj.ences and b i olop,y is a 
life s c ience may have s omet hing to do 1:dth t his paradox. 
An explanation mi ght be that most of the general s ci enc e 
c ourses tak en 11 r eviou sly contained a large amOlmt of lif e 
sciences . The refore , the interest mi ght have been raised, 
but per hap s, j_s falling off by the end of the y ear. 
Another e::cp l s.nat ion mi ght be that c hemistry and p hysi c s 
are more exa ct s cj_ences, and the facts are obtained more 
from study than from tangible experience . Duri ng the 
sc hool y ear the sk ills i n study habit s have increased so 
t hat t hese sciences bec ome interesting and intri guing to 
study . 
Some of the c onclusions that mi ght be drmm from 
this study a r e: ( 1) scien c e is }Jer hap s more an 
• 1 f 1 
intri guing study than a study j_n 1.v-hich lasting interests 
may be devel oped ; (2) the science inter ests of most high 
school s tudents s how very little intel"est stability; ( 3) 
science courses in hi gh school do increase the genera l 
· t t · · · f" , ~ ln.eres- 1n sc1ence - 1e~us; (4) there are probably many 
things ·other t han cla ssroom e:x:-o eri ences in the lives of 
the student s that help to determin e t he science inte r ests 
of lasting quality; ( 5) the median of the interest test 
raised for those students in science courses, in general, 
but the specific scores for life sciences dec reased on 
the average, while t he scores for t he physical sciences 
increased; and (6) interests a r e probably good places 
\·Ii t t1 "~:Jhich to begin -vrith the student in any subject, 
science cours es included. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTH:"GH STUDY 
No effort has been made in this study to develop 211 
instrument to predic t t he vocational value of hi ghly 
developed interests in the hi gh school classes. For 
further study, a testing program such a s this night be 
car r i ed on over a period of years t o find the amount of 
corl~elation bet1:reen t ho interests expressed in the high 
school years and the success or even pl a cement i n t he 
fields i n which interest was indicated. 
A study could be made to try to determine the rea son 
f or the scattorL1g of i nterests expressed by the boys and 
the concentration of i.nterests exp res s ed by the girls. 
One of t he girls expressed it in this fas hion , "The gi r l s 
have t 1·JO lives to live, their ovm anct their husbands. 
They have to hurry and make up their minds earlier i n lif e 
lJhile the boys can take their time ." 
Another study could be made to see if the decrease 
i n interest in the life sciences ahvays occurs l,·d th 
students studying those courses currently in school. 
During the admj_nistration of t he test it -vras noticed 
that some of the testees did not read thoroughly the 
explanation at the bottoE of the pictures. Some system 
of questions and ansvrers coul d be developed to deter mine 
,,,rhether or not the fu11 i mp ort of the test items was 
realized by the testee. 
If students of lm,Jer intelligence levels are to be 
utilized in the fields of science and engineering because 
t hey show high interest levels, a study should be made 
to see what parts of the career in science and engineer-
ing are above the grasp of the less intelligent, but 
could be left out without harming the efficiency of the 
engineer too much. 
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APPENDIX 
SCI.l!."'NCE INTEREST ANSWER SHEE!' 
ISFORMA.TION SIDE 
Fill in CArefully the information asked for in the spaces belowc 
NAME • • • • • . . . . • • • • ••.••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • AGE ••• 8 ••••••• DATE •••••• 
SEX •••• •••••• •• GRADE I~ SCHOOL •••••••••••••••• SCIIDTCE COURSE 
Directions for the test: 
This test consists of a varies of pictures at which you are to looko 
As you receive the various pintures, notice the number in the upper left 
hand cornsro This number is t;1e number of tho test item, and your answer 
for that picture should be pl~oed by that number on the reverse side of 
this sheeto 
When you receive the pioture,read the explanation at the bottom., and 
look at -the pictureo Then, ask yourself the question MI. I INTERESTED I~ 
THE SUBJECT IN THE PICTURf or t~OULD I LIKE TO KNGV ~tORE ABOUT TEE SUBJECT? 
If your answer to either t)f tho two parts of tho question ia "YES" D tr..en 
blank in the first circlEJ on the ans1rrsr sheet after the number of ·l:;ha test 
itemo If your--an5Wer to ~;he qumstion is "UO" P then blank in the second 
circle after the number, 
You will be given about t'xenty seconds on <Saoh pioturao When you hsar 
the word "NEXT"" pass tha pio·l;ure that you then ha\'·<S to your neighbor so 
that the next picture you reo19ive will bG the next number in succession on 
your answer sheeto Eanh one Ol~ you will begin the test at the number of the 
pic·ture that you now holdo Thc1re are seventyo·five picturee o Remember 0 un= 
less you begin the tost with picture number onel> the next answer after pic= 
ture number ae~Jenty"'J'ive vdl1 be number on6o You will have a c hance to seeg 
all the pietureso 
Turn the answee sheet ovel' if you have no ques~cions .and find the number 
of the picture that :rou nou hold in order to begin the test o 
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SC U-:NCE !N'l'ER~T ANSWER S BEET 
YES NO YES NO YES ~m 
26.. 0 0 51. 0 0 
2o 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 
3o 0 0 28 .. 0 0 53 , 0 0 
<1. 0 0 29 .. 0 0 54c 0 0 
5 o 0 0 30 o 0 0 55 o 0 0 
YES NO YES NO YES 1Q"O 
6c 0 · 0 31 ., 0 0 56 a 0 0 
32o 0 0 57o 0 0 
8 o 0 0 33o 0 0 58 o 0 0 
34.. 0 0 59o 0 0 
10 "' 0 0 35o 0 0 60, 0 0 
YES NO YF..S NO YF£ NO 
ll o 0 0 36o 0 0 6lo 0 0 
l2o 0 0 37o 0 0 62 o 0 0 
l5 o 0 0 38o 0 0 63o 0 0 
14 ~ 0 0 39.,. 0 0 64, 0 0 
l5 e 0 0 4:0. 0 0 65o 0 0 
Y.E:S NO YF.S NO 
l6 o 0 0 41~ 0 0 66 , 0 0 
0 0 0 0 67 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 44., 0 0 69 r. 0 0 
20o 0 0 0 0 70o 0 0 
YES UO YES WO YES NO 
2lo 0 0 4.:6c 0 0 71" 0 0 
22 0 0 0 47 ~ 0 0 72o 0 0 
r1,8, 0 0 73., 0 0 
24., 0 0 49o 0 0 74~ 0 0 
50 o 0 0 0 0 
·~A.l,~S !'1 0 r. • * ..... « tl • II ll If • e " " 0 .. 0 0 c .. .., • •• " ... :\ • "' • • D .. ATE (f:lrert i~aa "':; ) Ill •• " ... . v J • ' • til 
AGE • • • • • • • • • • SGil!i"\fCg COtlltsH: , • • • • • .. • • • • • • • D.ATE (s""oond test) • ••• ••••• 
r---r--------- ---~~-----TI-l -~----~-1 
1-- J. 00 -~-------~--~--- --~--- ----- -1---- -------1----- -
l I I I . ~- 90~-Y--t--r-~ - 1 I 
--- --+----------1!------i----i-----~ 
I j [ 
f I 
t 
I i I 
- ·-----~---- --!----__; _ ,
1~ 10 i--tt--l--r-~-- -~ r--, -~ 
I A,, An .-1.s B G Co E M P Z ' 
. I L__ __________________________________________________ _ 
ZEY: ll.e- A•3ronau·t:i.cs 
An- Anthropology n.n~ archeology 
As•v kd.a·onol.~Y 
;: ~ l3o"t~\uy . 
C -~ Cha:t.l5.td:.z-y 
Co- Consar--vation a.nd g;sology· 
E = e lectronicns mnd Moder n ?~; :bs 
T;': •a Madhl :i.ne 
P = Phyelos 
.Z <~ Zoolor;.f 
